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To whom it may concern

As a previous worker in healthcare I am deeply disturbed that the people in charge of
 protecting innocent human life in our state would even consider wasting tax payers money
 to spend time debating whether or not it should be legal to kill our fellow Queenslanders
 in their most vulnerable state as helpless and defenceless little babies still dependant on
 the nourishment that comes to them through the umbilical cord of their mothers. 

What has happened to our healthcare system that once upon a time sought to defend life? 
 Why has society convinced healthcare professions to support murder instead of saving
 life?  Why aren’t women being protected from the harmful effects of undergoing
 abortion?  If the law is changed to further support abortions in Queensland then the
 healthcare workers will not only continue to have blood on their hands for every innocent
 child they will torture to death in his/her mother’s womb but they will continue to destroy
 the dignity of many more women, leading them to self hatred and suicide.  

I suggest you remember the words of Our Lord Jesus Christ who warned us that we cannot
 serve both God and money.  There is a lot of money to be made from making abortions an
 open slather industry and there is a lot of money to be saved in the short run for not
 offering pregnant women an alternative to abortion. But in the long run we will all need to
 answer to our Heavenly Father for how we treated the least of our brothers and sisters.  

Count on my prayers for you to have the courage to stand against the trendy view that
 defies science, I.e. that an unborn child is not a person, and to say no to more slaughtering
 of innocent human blood.  Shame on Queensland health if the new laws that support
 abortion in Queensland are approved by you.  One day you will be remembered as a
 disgrace for the human race, 

God bless you

Frances Drum 
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